


The world we have created is a product of our thinking. 
I t cannot be changed without changing our thinking. 

- Albert Einstein 

Technex was born out of a desire to meld academic rigour with inspired imagination in the crucible of 
gruelling competition. But it is often so that a little spark blazes forth into luminous, vivacious radiance. 
Over the years Technex has grown far beyond its initial aspirations to become one of the grandest college 
spectacles, drawing enthused participation from all across the country. 
With a battery of ingenious events, Technex, the annual techno-management festival of lIT (BHU)Varanasi, 
aims to put to test not only the technical and managerial skills of students, but more importantly their 
ability to withstand a fierce examination of their spirits. It seeks out the leaders of tomorrow and empowers 
them to believe in themselves and in their dreams. 
Technex endeavours to provide an extraordinary platform for the brightest minds in the country to prove 
their mettle. It hones and polishes skills through a plethora of workshops. And some of the most influential 
personalities in the world motivate the assembled youth through powerful talks and their visions for the 
future. 
Technex 2013 is scheduled to take place from 7th to 10th March 2013. Be a part of it and you will be 
enthralled and enlightened. Be a part of it and you would not want to be anywhere else this time of the year. 
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Imagine a world where you can fold your 
paper thin cell phone and put it into your 
pocket even as you are reading an 
electronic newspaper that gets updated 
every hour while being driven in a 

self-propelled car. Modex, the model 
exhibition, is where tomorrow comes 
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Byte the Bits will endeavor to be a platform for the 
young coders to display their innovations. I twill 
test their creativity and ability to design softwares. 

Furthermore, it will demand a deeper technical know
how and understanding. It will bring together the 
best coders in the country as they create relevant 

.-. softwares in their quest to become the 
"Undisputed Software Czar". 
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Technex is a passionate celebration of brilliance, of talent being unleashed to seek out the 
very pinnacle of achievement. From the fiery battlegrounds where robots wage savage war to 
the lofty visions of illustrious guest speakers, Technex embodies excellence of the highest order. 
And an association with Technex in any form implies identification with these very qualities. 
And while Technex is organized by lIT (BHU) Varanasi, by no means does it remain exclusive 
to only the lIT campus. Its reach extends far beyond, drawing participants from all across the 
country. Moreover BHU, which is Asia's largest residential university, is home to not only over 
25, 000 students, but also faculty members from diverse disciplines. And being the biggest 
festival to take place within the BHU campus, Technex pulls in massive crowds. 
Consequently it provides an unparalleled opportunity to strongly connect with an enormous 
base of potential consumers. 
We, at Technex, strongly believe in establishing lasting, symbiotic relationships. With us, you 
can rest assured that you establish an integral association with the festival, wherein a brand's 
core competency is skillfully highlighted and established through well thought of promotional 
strategies. We pay careful attention to specific needs that a sponsor might have and may even 
go so far as to create events centred on a particular product. 
At Technex sponsorship is akin to partnership. And we make sure that a sponsor's every need 
is attended to. At Technex we go above and beyond the call of duty so as not to let down the 
trust you choose to repose in us. 

SPONSORING TECHNEX '13 
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